Trust in Local Government: How States’ Legal Obligations to Protect Water Resources Can Support Local Efforts to Restrict Fracking

William C. Mumby*

Hydraulic fracturing, an oil and gas drilling technique commonly referred to as “fracking,” has experienced a profound expansion in the United States since the dawn of the twenty-first century. Providing an influx of cheap oil and gas and new job opportunities, the boom has worked wonders for the American economy. However, with the financial benefits came considerable environmental risks, such as air pollution and water contamination. With the federal government’s role in regulating fracking uncertain, the states have taken up the torch in managing the practice. Dissatisfied with state regulations, many local governments have passed local bans and moratoria to protect their communities from environmental and public health harms. But states and oil and gas interests have responded with lawsuits seeking to invalidate local fracking restrictions as inconsistent with state law.

These preemption efforts have seen recent success in Colorado, where the state supreme court struck down a fracking ban in the City of Longmont and a five-year moratorium in the City of Fort Collins. Notably, the court contrasted the fracking restriction endeavors in Colorado with the success of local restrictions in Pennsylvania. Robinson Township in Pennsylvania successfully argued that Pennsylvania’s obligation to protect natural resources for the public superseded state efforts to prohibit local bans on fracking. The Colorado Supreme Court indicated that no such state obligation to the public existed in the Colorado Constitution or in Colorado common law. However, this begs the question about whether state obligations to protect water resources could bolster efforts of local governments in other states to hamper fracking.
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This Note argues that the legal doctrine identifying this state duty to protect natural resources for the benefit of the public could and should be used in other states—specifically, California and Montana—to defend local fracking restrictions. The stronger a manifestation of the doctrine in a given state, the more likely fracking restrictions will prevail in a preemption challenge. The legal theory may find success in other western states conducting fracking, but determining its applicability requires an in-depth, case-by-case analysis. Relevant considerations include the state’s fracking regulatory scheme, the strength of the state’s obligation to protect water resources for the public benefit, the rigidity of the state’s water rights, and the degree of authority afforded to local governments. With these pieces of the legal puzzle in mind, local governments can begin to assess the likelihood of success of fracking restrictions within their jurisdictions. While this public environmental rights theory does not constitute a panacea, in the right context, it can lend crucial support to efforts to fight fracking and influence the state to impose stricter regulations or even ban the practice in certain areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the early 2000s, the oil and gas drilling method known as hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) has proliferated across the United States.1 This explosion of oil and gas activity promoted major economic growth.2 However, the rapid spread of fracking also attracted strong criticism from those who fear the practice’s environmental harms.3 In the eyes of local communities shouldering the environmental and health burdens of fracking, the states have not done enough to regulate drilling practices.4 Accordingly, local governments often try to regulate or ban the practice themselves.5 When the cities of Longmont and Fort Collins in Colorado passed local laws to prohibit fracking within their boundaries, the oil and gas industry and the state struck back.6 Those municipal ordinances are representative of recent victims of the trend of state oil and gas laws preempting local restrictions on fracking.7

1. Infra Part I.A.
5. Id.
7. See Longmont, 369 P.3d at 577 (striking down the City of Longmont’s ban on fracking as inconsistent with state law); Fort Collins, 369 P.3d at 589 (striking down the City of Fort Collins’s five-year moratorium on fracking as inconsistent with state law); see also EQT Prod. Co. v. Wender, 191 F. Supp. 3d 583, 598–99 (S.D.W. Va. 2016) (holding that West Virginia state law preempted a local prohibition on storage of fracking wastewater); State ex rel. Morrison v. Beck Energy Corp., 37 N.E.3d 128, 135, 138 (Ohio 2015) (holding that a local permitting scheme for oil and gas operations conflicted with Ohio state regulations and was thus preempted); Aleem Maqbool, The Texas Town That Banned Fracking (and Lost), BBC NEWS (June 16, 2015), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-33140732 (reporting on the Texas state legislature’s express preemption of local fracking bans in response to an ordinance passed in Denton, Texas).
Yet, a recent case in Pennsylvania illustrates the potential for local governments to invoke state governments’ duties to protect the environment as a defense for local fracking bans. A Pennsylvania township successfully raised constitutional and common law environmental rights, leading a court to strike down state laws favoring fracking at the expense of local autonomy. While not binding on other states in the western United States, the success in Pennsylvania could apply in states recognizing similar public environmental rights.

In fact, many states in the West possess similar common law or even constitutional declarations of a public right to healthy natural resources. For example, California has harnessed its legal duty to protect water resources to champion environmental causes. Montana provides an example of how a state may reconcile strong private rights and oil and gas extraction interests with environmental protection to the benefit of local governments.

This Note argues that local governments in western states can invoke the states’ obligations to preserve water resources and local land-use regulatory authority to lend support to local laws restricting fracking. The stronger a state’s manifestation of this environmental obligation, the more likely it is that municipalities can successfully defend their efforts to restrict fracking. Part I provides an overview of the fracking boom and the pros and cons of the practice. Part II summarizes the legal and regulatory backdrop for the fight over local fracking restrictions. Part III.A considers the Colorado decisions impacting Longmont and Fort Collins and concludes that strong oil and gas interests, rigid private water rights, and a weak state obligation to protect the environment undercut local bans; however, it finds that Colorado cities may still be able to regulate fracking using land-use powers. Part III.B contrasts Colorado with California, a state with much stronger environmental protections. Considering California’s strong obligation to protect water resources, flexible water rights, and a fracking regulatory scheme that defers to local governments, it is likely that local bans on fracking will survive preemption challenges. Part III.C focuses on Montana as a middle ground between the legal extremes of Colorado and California. In Montana, the fracking regulatory scheme and the prominence of private water rights pose a challenge for local restrictions on fracking, but given the resilient environmental rights and the local zoning powers available to counties, local governments can still feasibly place limitations on where and how fracking can

9. Id. at 954–57, 977–78.
10. See Klass, supra note 4, at 59.
occur. Finally, the Note concludes by advocating for the application of this legal defense to support local fracking restrictions and calling for a case-by-case approach to determine which states provide the best circumstances for it to be effective.

I. BACKGROUND ON FRACKING

A. Fracking and its Proliferation

Fracking, while not a new oil and gas drilling method, underwent a revolution in the past decade with the availability of better technology to access less permeable shale deposits.\textsuperscript{14} The combination of fracturing and horizontal drilling technology allowed the industry to extract oil and gas from tightly compacted rock formations around the country.\textsuperscript{15} The process involves injecting highly pressurized water mixed with sand (or a similar substance) and chemicals underground to crack the rock.\textsuperscript{16} The sand acts as a “proppant,” which holds the fissures open and allows the oil and gas trapped within to escape to the surface.\textsuperscript{17} Chemicals hold the sand in place and keep the oil and gas from degrading.\textsuperscript{18} Drilling sideways underground makes parts of the shale more accessible, thus yielding greater amounts of oil and gas.\textsuperscript{19}

This technological revolution bore astounding economic results. In 2000, fracking accounted for only 2 percent of oil production in the United States, with 23,000 fracking wells producing about 102,000 barrels of oil a day.\textsuperscript{20} As of 2015, fracking produced half of the United States’ oil supply, with 300,000 fracking wells generating 4.3 million barrels per day.\textsuperscript{21} As for natural gas, at the beginning of 2015, fracking accounted for 40.1 billion cubic feet per day and more than half of the United States’ domestic output.\textsuperscript{22} This cheap supply of domestic oil and gas acts as a strong economic driver.\textsuperscript{23} In 2012, oil and gas from shale contributed $237 billion to the United States gross domestic product.\textsuperscript{24} The abundant supply of oil and gas also leads to lower operating costs for businesses and lower prices for consumers.\textsuperscript{25} In particular, the transportation sector saw the dramatic benefits from cheap oil and gas.\textsuperscript{26}

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{14} Merrill & Schizer, \textit{supra} note 2, at 152–54.
\bibitem{15} \textit{Id.} at 153–54.
\bibitem{16} \textit{Id.} at 153.
\bibitem{17} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{18} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{19} \textit{Id.} at 153–54.
\bibitem{20} Egan, \textit{supra} note 2.
\bibitem{21} \textit{Id.}
\bibitem{23} Merrill & Schizer, \textit{supra} note 2, at 157–61.
\bibitem{24} \textit{Id.} at 161.
\bibitem{25} \textit{Id.} at 158–59.
\bibitem{26} \textit{Id.} at 160.
\end{thebibliography}
Moreover, in 2012, development of shale oil and gas resources supported 1.7 million jobs.27

Proponents of fracking also point to energy independence and national security as key benefits of the shale boom.28 From 2005 to early 2013, the United States reduced its reliance on oil imports from 60.3 percent of its oil to 36.2 percent.29 By relying less on imports of oil and gas, the United States could avoid relying on hostile foreign nations in a volatile marketplace.30 This, in turn, relieved pressure on the federal government to secure overseas oil reserves through military action.31

Finally, fracking advocates point out that while fracking does promote reliance on oil, it has some environmental benefits by flooding the market with natural gas, facilitating a transition from burning coal to burning natural gas.32 In terms of localized air pollutants, natural gas burns much cleaner than coal.33 Natural gas may also produce fewer carbon emissions than coal and could help mitigate climate change.34

B. Environmental Concerns

Despite these benefits, many scientists and environmental groups condemn fracking as presenting too many environmental and public health risks.35 The Academy Award-nominated documentary, *Gasland*, spread information about personal accounts of air pollution and water contamination.36 The environmental impacts have triggered a surge of local opposition to fracking in communities across the country.37

The major environmental harms flowing from fracking include air pollution,38 competition with renewable energy like wind and solar,39 and stress on local communities in the forms of habitat disruption, traffic

27. *Id.* at 158.
28. See *id.* at 161–62.
29. *Id.* at 162.
30. *Id.* at 161–63.
31. *Id.*
32. *Id.* at 164–65.
33. *Id.* at 164.
34. *Id.* at 165.
37. *Id.* at 357–58.
38. Air pollution sources include methane leaks, emissions from drilling equipment and trucks, and release of naturally occurring radioactive materials and volatile organic compounds such as benzene. Merrill & Schizer, *supra* note 2, at 172–75.
39. While federal mandates for renewable energy guarantee that fracking does not completely shut out wind and solar, cheap natural gas may undercut political enthusiasm and investment in development of renewables. *Id.* at 170–72.
congestion, and noise pollution. In addition, fracking uses high volumes of water for injection purposes; a single well uses between two million and four million gallons for each instance of fracking. Moreover, this water comes out of fracking wells contaminated with chemicals, which leads to tricky disposal issues that can cause runoff pollution into surface water. Many of these harms disproportionately fall on poor, rural communities and people of color. In addition, some reports indicate that fracking fluids can contaminate groundwater and that the fracturing process can increase frequency of earthquakes.

II. LEGAL OVERVIEW

This Part discusses legal doctrines relevant to local efforts to restrict fracking. Subpart A outlines the current regulatory framework for fracking and assesses a potential opening for the public trust doctrine to provide legal protection for local ordinances restricting fracking. Subpart B provides an overview of the public trust doctrine, which established states’ duties to protect natural resources for the benefit of the public. It also includes a summary of

40. Id. at 176.
41. Id. at 177–79.
42. Spence, supra note 35, at 361–62.
44. Merrill & Schizer, supra note 2, at 180–81. In December 2016, the EPA issued the final version of its comprehensive fracking study, which determined that fracking can contaminate drinking water. Coral Davenport, Reversing Course, E.P.A. Says Fracking Can Contaminate Drinking Water, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 13, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/us/reversing-course-epa-says-fracking-can-contaminate-drinking-water.html. The final report revised an earlier version that found “no evidence that fracking systematically contaminates water,” instead showing that fracking has caused contamination during all parts of the process: acquisition of water, mixing water with chemicals, injection of fracking fluid into the ground, withdrawal of fluid, and disposal of wastewater. Id. However, the study calls for additional research to learn more about the problem. Id.
scholarly debate between those who reject an expanded role for the doctrine in environmental regulation and those who support it. Subpart C discusses home-rule local governments and state law preemption, a key threat to local fracking moratoria. Subpart D details prior appropriation water rights. This water rights scheme, particularly prevalent in western states, can represent a key hurdle to efforts to use the public trust doctrine to limit fracking.46

A. Regulatory Framework for Fracking

With the role of the federal government in managing fracking fraught with uncertainty,47 states act as the primary regulators of the practice. However, while some states have used their authority to place bans on fracking,48 others have facilitated its proliferation by passing legislation and promulgating rules promoting oil and gas extraction,49 causing outrage in the environmental community.50 This has led to local governments attempting to use their inherent powers to ban or temporarily stop fracking within their jurisdictions.51 But these local efforts have sparked challenges by industry and state governments, who argue that state laws governing fracking displace local ordinances.52

46. See infra Part III.A.2
49. See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 34-60-102(1)(b) (West 2017) (“It is the intent and purpose of this article to permit each oil and gas pool in Colorado to produce up to its maximum efficient rate of production, subject to the prevention of waste, consistent with the protection of public health, safety, and welfare, including protection of the environment and wildlife resources, and subject further to the enforcement and protection of the coequal and correlative rights of the owners and producers of a common source of oil and gas, so that each common owner and producer may obtain a just and equitable share of production therefrom.”).
51. See id.; see, e.g., Policy: Local Fracking Regulations, CA FRACK FACTS, http://www.cafrackfacts.org/policy/local-regulations/ (listing examples of local fracking bans in California, including those passed in Mendocino County, Butte County, Santa Cruz County, and San Benito County).
52. See, e.g., City of Longmont v. Colo. Oil & Gas Ass’n, 369 P.3d 573, 577 (Colo. 2016) (striking down the City of Longmont’s ban on fracking as inconsistent with state law); City of Fort
A recent case from Pennsylvania offers a potentially advantageous legal theory for local governments that want to continue to restrict fracking within their borders. In *Robinson Township v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania*, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court struck down a state law that expressly prohibited local regulation of fracking as inconsistent with the Environmental Rights Amendment of the state’s constitution.\(^{53}\) The Environmental Rights Amendment codified the state’s responsibility to preserve natural resources for future generations.\(^{54}\) This obligation, known as the public trust doctrine, may offer some hope for other local governments seeking to restrict fracking. The next subpart explains the origins of the public trust doctrine and its potential application to protecting local fracking limitations.

### B. Public Trust Doctrine

The public trust doctrine has evolved extensively over hundreds of years. This subpart traces the legal history of the doctrine from its roots in Roman law to its modern-day application. It then considers the main arguments in favor of and against the public trust doctrine as applied in litigation. Finally, it introduces the potential utility of the public trust doctrine for reinforcing local efforts to restrict fracking.

#### 1. History of the Public Trust Doctrine

Legal scholars trace the public trust doctrine back to ancient Roman law, and later, English law, which required the government to preserve waterways for publicly beneficial uses such as navigation and fishing.\(^{55}\) The doctrine found its place in United States common law after the Supreme Court held that

---

53. *Robinson Twp. v. Commonwealth*, 83 A.3d 901, 977–78 (Pa. 2013) (“The General Assembly could not eliminate the commands of Article I, Section 27 [the Environmental Rights Amendment]. Rather, the General Assembly would simply have shifted the constitutional obligations onto itself. And those obligations include the duty to ‘conserve and maintain’ the public natural resources, including clean air and pure water, ‘for the benefit of all the people’... Act 13 thus commands municipalities to ignore their obligations under Article I, Section 27 and further directs municipalities to take affirmative actions to undo existing protections of the environment in their localities. The police power, broad as it may be, does not encompass such authority to so fundamentally disrupt these expectations respecting the environment.”). After remanding to the lower court, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court heard the case on appeal again in 2016. *Robinson Twp. v. Commonwealth*, 147 A.3d 536, 541–42 (Pa. 2016). On September 28, 2016, the court held that the enforcement provisions for the state prohibitions on local zoning must be struck down as not severable from provisions that conflicted with the state constitution. *Id.* at 566.

54. *Robinson*, 83 A.3d at 956–57 (“Commonwealth has an obligation to refrain from performing its trustee duties respecting the environment unreasonably, including via legislative enactments or executive action. As trustee, the Commonwealth has a duty to refrain from permitting or encouraging the degradation, diminution, or depletion of public natural resources, whether such degradation, diminution, or depletion would occur through direct state action or indirectly.”).

the State of Illinois could not abdicate its duty to protect submerged lands by granting Chicago Harbor to a railroad company. The Court articulated that Illinois must hold the submerged lands in trust for the public and that transferring those away to a private company compromised the state’s ability to conserve these resources for public benefit.

2. Modern Applications of the Public Trust Doctrine

In 1970, almost one hundred years later, the public trust doctrine made a resurgence with Joseph Sax’s foundational article, which took a capacious view of the doctrine as the source of a public legal cause of action to hold state governments accountable in protecting water and other natural resources. Since that time, state courts have expanded the modern form of the doctrine to cover various natural resources issues. These include protecting waters and beaches for recreational use, groundwater and drinking water, inland wetlands, and wildlife itself in addition to its habitat connected to navigable waters.

A recent Supreme Court decision affirmed that the public trust remains a matter of state common law, but many states have codified the doctrine in their constitutions or by statute. Nonetheless, scholars have rejected the argument that statutory or constitutional representations of the doctrine stand

57. Id.
58. “Of all the concepts known to American law, only the public trust doctrine seems to have the breadth and substantive content which might make it useful as a tool of general application for citizens seeking to develop a comprehensive legal approach to resource management problems.” Sax, supra note 55, at 474.
60. See Mont. Coal. for Stream Access, Inc. v. Curran, 682 P.2d 163, 171 (Mont. 1984) (holding that the public trust doctrine applied to protection of all surface waters used for recreational purposes); Matthews v. Bay Head Improvement Ass’n, 471 A.2d 355, 363–66 (N.J. 1984) (finding that the public trust doctrine required public access to dry sand beach between the mean high water line and the vegetation line as reasonably necessary).
63. See Just v. Marinette Cty., 201 N.W.2d 761, 769 (Wis. 1972).
66. Craig, supra note 11, at 54.
separate from or in lieu of its common law origins. Rather, they argue that the constitutional provisions and common law work together to create a stronger expression of the public trust from which courts can infer actionable public environmental rights for present and future generations.

3. Critiques of the Public Trust Doctrine

Despite the capacity for the public trust doctrine to promote stronger environmental protections, some scholars question the wisdom of continued expansion of the doctrine on grounds of economic uncertainty, disruption of private rights, and interference with other approaches to environmental regulation. Critics argue that the doctrine promotes second-guessing state agency decisions in a slew of litigation that wastes time and public resources. This, in turn, can upend settled property rights and stymie future investments in development in the face of environmental hazards. These critics often assert that reliance on the public trust doctrine in the courts displaces more comprehensive efforts to address natural resource management issues. They contend that judges lack the expertise to rule on environmental management decisions and that these issues best remain left to the discretion of executive agencies or to the deliberations of legislatures.

Some have also pointed to the fact that the public trust doctrine defies rule of law and butts up against constitutional issues by circumventing uncooperative legislatures and avoiding compensation for nullification of private rights. As a background principle of common law, the public trust doctrine, when used to divest private rights, likely does not require compensation for those property rights under the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution.

67. See Klass, supra note 59, at 700–01.
68. See id.
70. See Leonhardt & Spuhler, supra note 69, at 94–96.
72. See Lazarus, supra note 69, at 1152–53.
73. See Huffman, supra note 69, at 374.
74. See id. at 373–74; Lazarus, supra note 69, at 1152.
75. See Lucas v. S.C. Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1029 (1992) (holding that a regulation that deprives a property owner of all economically viable use of his property amounts to a per se “taking” requiring just compensation, except where based upon “background principles of the State’s law of property and nuisance . . . ”). The public trust doctrine is likely one of these background principles of property law exempt from the categorical taking rule from Lucas. See Michael C. Blumm, Two Wrongs? Correcting Professor Lazarus’s Misunderstanding of the Public Trust Doctrine, 46 ENVTL. L. 481, 485–86 (2016); Klass, supra note 59, at 740–41.
4. Defending the Utility of the Public Trust Doctrine

Many scholars still support the doctrine as a guiding principle for environmental advocacy, while recognizing its limitations. Backers of the doctrine rebut claims of destabilizing property rights by asserting that the public trust doctrine functions to transform rights rather than completely eliminate them. The public trust doctrine does not act as an environmentalist’s absolutist trump card against property rights, but rather ensures that threats to fragile natural resources are amply considered in decision making. In this way, the doctrine and traditional private rights can and do coexist in a balancing framework that undeniably creates tension but can also lead to more sustainable management that gives proper weight to environmental concerns. While the public trust doctrine can help legitimize state action, it also provides a public right of legal action to challenge where state decisions fail to adequately mitigate risks to water resources. This is particularly important at a time when water scarcity plagues much of the West. Flow levels of rivers continue to decrease and groundwater aquifers have become significantly depleted, so it is especially important to give the public the chance to take prompt action to defend its rights to safe water supply. The extent to which private rights give way is determined by what is necessary to respond to the growing environmental challenges. Budget-strapped state agencies largely cannot afford to compensate for all of the private rights they weaken, though political exposure could motivate them to soften the blow for those most vulnerable to economic instability. Finally, the public trust doctrine, deriving from common law predating the creation of many states, is not a new onslaught on private rights. As the common law exception in takings jurisprudence indicates, the public trust doctrine has long received recognition as a state power and duty; property owners should not be shocked when that duty drives the state to reconsider private rights that undermine the public good.

While public trust critics rightfully point out that many state legislatures and executive agencies do weigh environmental concerns and hash out fair
solutions, the public cannot always count on these individuals to act in its interests or even to act at all. Legislative recalcitrance has become a serious issue, and just because the public elects legislators and governors does not mean that they always take the actions that best protect important resources. Certain communities could face a disproportionate burden of environmental impacts and they deserve a chance to question harmful decisions. The public trust doctrine gives them that opportunity, as it elevates unease regarding environmental destruction to the level of concern surrounding the modern movement for private rights and economic development. Thus, the doctrine serves an important role filling gaps left by existing state natural resources regulatory schemes.

Furthermore, the public trust doctrine reflects society’s evolving understanding of the importance of protecting natural resources in light of growing industrial threats to water supply and water quality. As a common law doctrine, this gives the public trust a flexibility lacking in the legislative process. While judges may not possess the level of expertise enjoyed by state agencies, they usually avoid the political limelight as well; thus, judges are arguably less susceptible to outside influence and lobbying. In a time where environmental protection has become a divisive political issue for many, it remains crucial to preserve a method to reinvigorate a public environmental duty within reluctant governments.

However, the judicial approach to the public trust doctrine does not constitute a replacement for legislative or executive action. Rather, the doctrine serves as an additional check on the process of making or implementing law. The public trust doctrine does not allow judicial action to supplant or circumvent the other two branches; it supplements them with public environmental rights that could otherwise have been drowned out by economically focused rhetoric in the decision-making process. The doctrine’s public cause of action promotes a precautionary approach by slowing risky projects and demanding the agency or legislature demonstrate, in the face

87. See Huffman, supra note 69, at 374.
88. See Klass, supra note 59, at 753–54.
89. See id.
90. See Klass, supra note 4, at 54, 58.
91. See Blumm, supra note 75, at 487; Klass, supra note 59, at 746–47.
92. See Klass & Huang, supra note 76, at 15, 18.
93. See Blumm, supra note 75, at 486; Klass & Huang, supra note 76, at 10–11.
94. See Klass & Huang, supra note 76, at 15; Klass, supra note 59, at 735–36, 744, 749–51.
97. See Klass, supra note 59, at 753–54.
98. See id. at 748–49.
99. See Blumm, supra note 75, at 487–89; Klass, supra note 59, at 748–49.
100. See Klass & Huang, supra note 76, at 1–2.
of contrary evidence, the environmental soundness of the action the state hopes to take.\textsuperscript{101} Thus, the public trust doctrine strengthens the public’s voice and fosters thoughtful decision making—the kinds of objectives that ought to be championed and used in new contexts with emerging environmental challenges.

5. \textit{A New Application of the Public Trust Doctrine}

The expansion of the public trust doctrine in some states may have a place in the regulatory scheme for fracking by forcing state governments to account for the impacts of oil and gas development on public trust resources. In particular, given the water-intensive nature of fracking and the risks it poses to water resources, the trend of states applying the public trust to water rights could prove useful in defending fracking restrictions.\textsuperscript{102} In a recent article, Alexandra Klass argued for the use of the public trust doctrine to resolve regulatory disputes over fracking and asserted that its successful application in \textit{Robinson} was “the first significant use of the doctrine in this context, but it will not be the last.”\textsuperscript{103} Pointing to previous uses of the public trust doctrine in the oil and gas context, she made the case that this application does not represent an overreach for the doctrine.\textsuperscript{104} Yet, while Klass suggested that the doctrine could help defend local fracking bans in California, she did not delve into specifics of how this might play out in court.\textsuperscript{105}

This Note expands on this legal theory of the public trust doctrine as a shield for local governments and considers its applicability in fracking regulatory disputes in Colorado, California, and Montana. Ultimately, the Note argues that the more robust the public trust doctrine in a state, the higher the likelihood that courts will uphold local restrictions. At the very least, invoking the public trust doctrine can stimulate state governments to conduct more thorough environmental analysis and inspire greater respect for local interests. However, this also demands consideration of other relevant legal doctrines within the states. Namely, the analysis must include an evaluation of the powers of local government, the way state courts view preemption, and the flexibility of prior appropriation water rights.

\textit{C. Local Government Law and State Law Preemption}

At common law, home-rule local governmental power provides for autonomy within the municipality’s jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{106} Such authority derives from

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{101} See \textit{id.} at 3–5.
\item \textsuperscript{102} See Michelle Bryan Mudd, \textit{Hitching Our Wagon to a Dim Star: Why Outmoded Water Codes and “Public Interest” Review Cannot Protect the Public Trust in Western Water Law}, 32 \textit{STAN. ENVTL. L.J.} 283, 295–304 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{103} Klass, \textit{supra} note 4, at 59.
\item \textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{105} \textit{See id.}
\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{SANDRA M. STEVENSON, ANTEAU ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW} § 21.01 (Matthew Bender & Co., 2d ed. 2009).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
the state, but runs along a spectrum from high-autonomy (local governments can act if it is not prohibited by the state) to low-autonomy (local governments can only act if the state grants permission). The existence of local municipalities as “creatures of the State” establishes the default in the United States at the low-autonomy end of the continuum. In 1868, Justice Dillon of the Iowa Supreme Court articulated this standard such that it now carries the name Dillon’s Rule. Dillon’s Rule declares that local government has no inherent power but may exercise local home-rule authority when: (1) the state expressly grants it, (2) the state implies it from expressly granted powers, or (3) the powers are essential to the municipality’s purposes.

In response to this restrictive rule, some states adopted grants of home-rule authority into their constitutions. States can bestow these powers upon all local governments (cities and counties) within their borders or limit the authority to cities of a certain population. Still others require that cities adopt a charter enumerating the powers of the city.

Even with these declarations of local autonomy, local governments can still run into trouble when their ordinances or charter provisions conflict with state law. Under such circumstances, the state may assert that state law preempts local action. State law preemption recognizes that local municipalities exist as creations of the state and only possess as much power as state law bestows upon them through the constitution or by statute. Preemption allows the state to pursue greater uniformity in the implementation of its policy by invalidating local regulatory efforts that are inconsistent with state goals. With uniformity, predictability increases, making it easier for industry to comply with regulations.

Most preemption analyses include consideration of whether the issue under regulation is a matter of purely local concern, statewide concern, or mixed state and local concern. Home-rule municipalities often possess absolute power to regulate matters of local concern, such that ordinances may supersede a conflicting state law. Examples of purely local powers include
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120. Supersession of state law only occurs when home-rule language includes provisions such as “local affairs,” “municipal affairs,” or “property, affairs and government.” Id. § 22.03. Therefore, the
zoning and other land-use controls. Zoning authority generally allows municipalities to divide land into districts designated with particular uses. This land-use power can also dictate which activities to permit within a particular zone. For instance, cities and counties have applied zoning and building codes to restrict and isolate local environmental hazards in order to prevent erosion and protect aquifers. By contrast, in matters of statewide or mixed concern, state law may preempt a local ordinance when state law negates local law or when the two conflict.

State law preemption takes three forms: (1) explicit preemption, (2) implicit or field preemption, and (3) conflict preemption. Explicit preemption involves state legislation specifically forbidding local governments from taking particular legal action. Implied preemption occurs when the state expresses its intent to occupy the regulatory field and leaves no room for local governments to regulate. Conflict preemption relies less on the state’s intent, but focuses on whether the local ordinance in effect authorizes something prohibited by state law or forbids something authorized by state law. When a contradiction of laws occurs such that they become irreconcilable, the preemption doctrine demands that the state law prevail over local law. However, a local ordinance may withstand preemption if it only supplements the state law, so that a reviewing court can harmonize the two regulations. As discussed above, Robinson also suggests that the public trust doctrine may assist in curbing the state’s ability to preempt anti-fracking ordinances. However, application of the public trust doctrine may be restricted by private water rights under the predominant scheme in the West, discussed in the next subpart.

D. Prior Appropriation Water Rights

Prior appropriation water rights emerged in the western United States in the 1800s as a custom among miners who sought to resolve disputes over scarce water resources. Over time, the prior appropriation doctrine laid the

local/statewide/mixed concern analysis should not come into play in the case of an express caveat of local powers limited by mandate of the state government. Id.
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foundation for the irrigation-based economies of the arid West, which depended on their ability to lay claim to and transport water long distances to support agriculture and life in burgeoning communities.\textsuperscript{134} Prior appropriation promoted the principle of “first in time, first in right” so that the first person to put water to beneficial use obtained legal rights to that water.\textsuperscript{135} At common law, prior appropriation consists of three elements for a valid water rights claim: (1) notice of intent to appropriate, (2) an actual diversion, and (3) the application of the water to beneficial use.\textsuperscript{136} This water rights scheme created a system of ranking such that earlier appropriated rights became historically vested and generally could not be divested.\textsuperscript{137} Such appropriated rights remained at the top of the hierarchy and got first priority access to the water source.\textsuperscript{138}

Prior appropriation acts as the basis of water rights in the West, but each state possesses its own variation on the doctrine.\textsuperscript{139} Notably, evolution of the law in some states shows that the water rights established by prior appropriation may not always be absolute.\textsuperscript{140} For instance, the public trust doctrine exudes potential as a check on rigid water rights,\textsuperscript{141} but not all state judiciaries accept this view.\textsuperscript{142} Thus, appropriative water rights stand to limit the applicability of the public trust doctrine generally, and to attempt to use it to defend a local fracking restriction specifically.\textsuperscript{143} For example, an effort to address a fracking operation’s high water use could founder if the company involved has vested appropriative rights and the state does not allow the public trust doctrine to promote reevaluation of such rights.

III. State Analyses

This Part provides analyses of the role the public trust doctrine could play in three western states with active fracking operations: Colorado, California, and Montana. Each state has a subpart which assesses the state’s fracking regulatory regime, the relative strength of the public trust doctrine, and the likelihood that the doctrine could help local restrictions withstand preemption challenges in the future. Table A summarizes the key takeaways from the analysis.
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TABLE A: Summary of Public Trust Doctrine and Fracking in Colorado, California, and Montana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precedential Strength of Public Trust and Private Water Rights</th>
<th>Colorado\textsuperscript{144}</th>
<th>California\textsuperscript{145}</th>
<th>Montana\textsuperscript{146}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Weak manifestation of public trust doctrine</td>
<td>-Strong for access and environmental protection</td>
<td>-Strong for access to public trust waters for recreation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Private rights prioritized over public rights to access</td>
<td>-Judicial expansion into nontraditional realms to address threats to water resources</td>
<td>-Aided by environmental rights provisions in the state constitution, the public trust doctrine has been expanded to protect water quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Streams within Colorado held to be non-navigable and thus not subject to public trust protections</td>
<td>-Includes potential cause of action for reassessment of private water rights where feasible</td>
<td>-Weak for challenging private water rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Current Local Restrictions on Fracking                         |                                |                                |                                |
|----------------------------------------------------------------|                                |                                |                                |
| -Ban in Longmont also struck down by Colorado Supreme Court    | -Various counties have passed fracking bans, including Mendocino, Butte, Santa Cruz, San Benito, and Alameda Counties | -Currently no local fracking bans |
| -Longmont ban replaced by local environmental regulations and land-use restrictions | -Monterey County is the first major oil and gas producing county to ban fracking, but its ban on ongoing operations has been stayed pending litigation or settlement | -Potential for local fracking restrictions based on home-rule powers |
| -Moratorium in Fort Collins also invalidated                   |                                |                                |                                |
| -After the court decisions, Boulder adopted new regulations to replace its moratorium |                                |                                |                                |

\textsuperscript{144} \textit{Infra} Part III.A.  
\textsuperscript{145} \textit{Infra} Part III.B.  
\textsuperscript{146} \textit{Infra} Part III.C.
Colorado serves as the first example state for applying a public trust theory defense for local restrictions on fracking. Subpart 1 discusses the recent Colorado Supreme Court cases finding that a local ban and moratorium were both preempted by state law. Subpart 2 details Colorado’s fraught history with the public trust doctrine and explains why the prior appropriation water rights scheme in the state has stood firm against the doctrine. Subpart 3 concludes that, given the Colorado judiciary’s rejection of a robust public trust doctrine and endorsement of a state policy promoting fracking, local bans on fracking are unlikely to survive preemption challenges. Subpart 4 evaluates next steps for Colorado local government and assures that local land-use authority still gives those governments considerable power to regulate fracking even when they cannot ban it completely.

1. Preemption of Local Fracking Restrictions: Longmont and Fort Collins

On May 2, 2016, the Colorado Supreme Court handed down two decisions establishing that state law preempted efforts by cities to restrict fracking within their jurisdictions.147 The court focused on evaluating competing regulatory schemes and steered away from contentious factual disputes about the merits and risks of fracking.148

In the fall of 2012, residents of the City of Longmont voted to add Article XVI to the city charter, prohibiting fracking and related waste storage within the city.149 On November 5, 2013, citizens of the City of Fort Collins voted for an ordinance placing a five-year moratorium on fracking activities.150 The Colorado Oil and Gas Association (“The Association”) sued both cities, arguing for state law preemption of the restrictions and an injunction against enforcing them.151

147. City of Longmont v. Colo. Oil & Gas Ass’n, 369 P.3d 573, 577 (Colo. 2016); City of Fort Collins v. Colo. Oil & Gas Ass’n, 369 P.3d 586, 589 (Colo. 2016); see COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 34-60-102(1)(b) (West 2017).
149. Id. at 577.
150. Fort Collins, 369 P.3d at 589.
151. Longmont, 369 P.3d at 577; Fort Collins, 369 P.3d at 589.
The Association moved for summary judgment against both defendants and the district court granted the motions. In Longmont, the district court found an operational conflict between Article XVI and state law, in that Article XVI impeded a state interest by contradicting state law’s allowance of regulated fracking. In Fort Collins, the district court similarly found an operational conflict between state law and the ordinance and held that state law impliedly preempted the city’s moratorium. Longmont and Fort Collins appealed the decisions to the court of appeals, which then transferred the cases to the Colorado Supreme Court.

On appeal, Longmont made two main arguments: (1) the district court erred in its preemption analysis because fracking regulation is a matter of local concern, and (2) because the inalienable rights provision of the Colorado Constitution creates fundamental rights to life, liberty, property, safety, and happiness, which cannot be abridged by the state (absent a compelling government interest), Article XVI should supersede state law allowing fracking. The Colorado Supreme Court rejected both arguments and affirmed the district court’s order.

The court characterized its role as “establish[ing] a priority between potentially conflicting laws” of home-rule cities, such as Longmont and Fort Collins, and the State. It established that its standard of review entailed evaluating material facts pertaining to the legal question of preemption (not the factual impacts of regulations “on the ground”). To begin its preemption analysis, the court sought to determine whether fracking fell into the category of statewide concern, local concern, or mixed concern. In this analysis, Colorado courts weigh four factors: (1) need for statewide uniformity of regulation, (2) extraterritorial impact of local regulation, (3) whether state or local governments traditionally regulated the matter, and (4) whether the Colorado Constitution specifically commits the matter to state or local regulation.

The court concluded that the matter fell into the mixed category. Under the first factor, the court reasoned that state law established an interest in effective and fair recovery of oil and gas resources. The pervasive nature of

152. Longmont, 369 P.3d at 577; Fort Collins, 369 P.3d at 589-90. In Longmont, the state agency charged with regulating fracking in Colorado joined the Association as a plaintiff. Longmont, 369 P.3d at 577.
153. Id. at 580.
154. Fort Collins, 369 P.3d at 582.
155. Id. at 578 (citations omitted).
156. Id. at 578–79.
157. Id. at 580.
158. Id. at 581.
159. Id. at 580.
fracking in the state made it necessary for productive extraction, and Longmont’s ban could “result in uneven and potentially wasteful production of oil and gas” particularly if subterranean pools crossed Longmont’s jurisdictional boundaries. The second factor also favored the state because the ban “increase[d] the cost of producing oil and gas,” “reduce[d] royalties,” and encouraged a patchwork of localized bans across the state. However, the third factor favored both the state and the municipality; the state traditionally regulated oil and gas development and local government traditionally regulated land use. The fourth factor favored neither because the Colorado Constitution did not commit fracking regulation to either the state or local governments.

With the mixed classification, the court determined that local regulation conflicted with state law, so state law preempted the fracking ban. State law did not explicitly, or implicitly, preempt the ban because “[a] dominant state interest alone . . . does not necessarily evince a legislative intent to exclude any local regulation.” However, the court did find an operational conflict, in that Longmont forbade what the state statute authorized. The ban “impede[d] the effectuation of the state’s interest” in efficient production of oil and gas by making state regulations about fracking chemicals and the locations of waste sites “superfluous.”

Moreover, the court found that the inalienable rights provision of the state constitution could not prevent preemption. Absent a compelling government interest, the provision guarantees rights to citizens of the state such as “enjoying and defending their lives and liberties”; “acquiring, possessing and protecting property”; and “seeking and obtaining their safety and happiness.” Nonetheless, the court did not find the provision specific enough to avoid preemption. The court contrasted it with the Environmental Rights Amendment of the Pennsylvania Constitution, which adopted public trust doctrine protections of the environment for future generations. The court highlighted that Colorado courts and the state constitution do not recognize the public trust doctrine; therefore the local ban could not withstand preemption.
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In *Fort Collins*, the court used the same reasoning relied upon in *Longmont* to classify fracking as a matter of mixed state and local interest.\(^{176}\) However, the district court erred by holding that state law implicitly preempted the ordinance; rather, only operational conflict allowed for preemption because the moratorium “prevent[ed] operators who abide by the... rules and regulations from fracking until 2018.”\(^{177}\) Even the fact that Fort Collins used a temporary moratorium and not a complete ban could not save the fracking restriction.\(^{178}\) The court reasoned that “the availability of alternatives to fracking does not lessen the state’s... interest in fracking.”\(^{179}\) Because fracking has become ubiquitous in oil and gas production and because a moratorium “does not regulate, but forbids,” the court held that even a five-year hiatus must be preempted.\(^{180}\) As part of its reasoning, the court relied on a New Jersey case finding a one-year moratorium unacceptable, which suggests that any future fracking moratorium in Colorado would need to be shorter than one year to have a chance of avoiding preemption.\(^{181}\)

2. *Water Rights and the Weak Public Trust Doctrine in Colorado*

In rejecting Longmont’s assertion that the equal rights amendment protected its fracking ban from preemption, the Colorado Supreme Court pointed to the fact that Colorado, unlike Pennsylvania, did not recognize the public trust doctrine in its constitution.\(^{182}\) Furthermore, Colorado’s adherence to a strict form of prior appropriation water rights has resulted in the state taking a very limited view of the doctrine—if not rejecting it altogether.\(^{183}\)

Colorado formally adopted prior appropriation with a Colorado Supreme Court ruling in 1882, but the state recognized the need for the doctrine in the arid West before it acquired statehood in 1876.\(^{184}\) The Colorado Constitution contains a number of provisions recognizing the rights of the public to divert and claim unappropriated water for beneficial use.\(^{185}\) Colorado uses a “pure”
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185. See *COLO. CONST.* art. XVI, § 5 (“The water of every natural stream, not heretofore appropriated, within the state of Colorado, is hereby declared to be the property of the public, and the same is dedicated to the use of the people of the state, subject to appropriation as hereinafter provided.”); *COLO. CONST.* art. XVI, § 6 (“The right to divert the unappropriated waters of any natural
form of prior appropriation such that water rights rely on the date of appropriation.\textsuperscript{186} The state does not prioritize particular types of use or require sharing of water in times of shortage.\textsuperscript{187} Moreover, taking of any water previously appropriated requires just compensation.\textsuperscript{188}

Colorado has historically presented the public trust doctrine as a weak and limited doctrine.\textsuperscript{189} In 1913, the Colorado Supreme Court took a strict view of the applicability of the public trust when it held that “[t]he natural streams of the state are nonnavigable within its limits . . . .”\textsuperscript{190} The court affirmed its limited construction of the doctrine when it rejected a modern attempt to apply it to Colorado’s waters.\textsuperscript{191} When rafters on the Colorado River floated into privately owned waters, they asserted an easement based on the public trust doctrine as a defense to a criminal trespass claim.\textsuperscript{192} The court rejected their defense and held that vested interests in private ownership remained more firmly rooted in Colorado law than the public trust doctrine.\textsuperscript{193}

Recent analyses of Colorado water rights and the public trust suggest that this trend shows no signs of changing.\textsuperscript{194} Despite language in the Colorado Constitution describing water as “property of the public . . . dedicated to the use of the people of the state,”\textsuperscript{195} Colorado has seemingly interpreted this as a declaration of the public’s right to appropriate, rather than navigate such waters.\textsuperscript{196} The state only possesses the mandatory role of reinforcing these private rights; it holds no obligation to act to restrict use or preserve water resources.\textsuperscript{197} Colorado points to the lack of clear standards for water allocation under the public trust doctrine as a reason why it does not invoke the doctrine to resolve water rights disputes.\textsuperscript{198}

In addition, attempts to adopt the public trust doctrine as a constitutional amendment via ballot initiative have consistently foundered since 1994.\textsuperscript{199}
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These endeavors to amend the state constitution took various forms, but all focused on applying the public trust doctrine as a check on water rights in the interest of public access and environmental protection. They failed either under scrutiny of judicial review of election law requirements or for failure to obtain the requisite number of signatures on the petition to appear on the ballot. The inability of this effort to obtain political momentum is likely due to heavy investment in long-held water rights and the purported costliness of adopting the public trust doctrine. Thus, barring a massive influx of resources to support public trust advocacy or a dramatic shift in political ideology, the public trust doctrine seems unlikely to make a comeback in Colorado.

3. Local Government Bans on Fracking Unlikely to Avoid Preemption

The reluctance of Colorado to recognize anything more than the most limited incarnation of the public trust doctrine suggests that any effort to apply it as a defense to local fracking bans would fail. Indeed, the court’s reasoning in Longmont, contrasting Pennsylvania’s public trust doctrine with Colorado’s lack of one, confirms as much. And the failure to gain any traction for a constitutional amendment to adopt the public trust means that it is unlikely that circumstances will shift sufficiently to alter the precedent set by Longmont and Fort Collins. State policy seems rigidly fixed on prioritizing appropriative water rights and oil and gas interests over public rights and environmental protection.

Thus, given the Colorado Supreme Court’s finding that fracking regulation constituted a matter of mixed state and local concern, other anti-fracking efforts across Colorado will face strong limitations on what restrictions can include. The prevalence of fracking across the state and the court’s intolerance for ripple effects caused by local bans, even for those as short as one year, indicate that the state and the oil and gas industry will not allow local governments to
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halt fracking. Nevertheless, local governments may have recourse through carefully drafted local regulations on fracking.

4. Future for Colorado Local Government

Even though local bans on fracking seem unable to withstand preemption challenges, local governments can still use their land-use authority to regulate fracking. In order to avoid preemption, other municipalities will want to find ways to tailor their efforts to avoid extraterritorial impacts and conflicts with state policy of efficient oil and gas production. The court in Fort Collins struck down the moratorium for forbidding the practice for too long, rather than regulating, so Colorado municipalities could still attempt stricter regulations on fracking without impermissibly interfering with state law.

In fact, Longmont successfully defended its own fracking regulations against state preemption prior to the Colorado Supreme Court’s recent decision in Longmont. These regulations, justified under home-rule police power over land use and zoning, became the default regulatory scheme after the court struck down the full ban on fracking. They provide a reasonable fallback for a community that has expressed concern regarding the hazards of fracking to public health, safety, and property. The regulations include a groundwater monitoring plan, disclosure of trade secret chemicals in fracking fluid to first responders, mitigation of the visual impact of fracking wells, zoning prohibitions on fracking in residential areas, and mandatory setbacks, requiring the siting of wells away from rivers, streams, wetlands, and riparian areas.

In addition, after the Fort Collins decision, the City and County of Boulder replaced its six-year moratorium on fracking with a six-month...
moratorium—a stopgap while the municipality considered new permissible local fracking regulations. Subsequently, Boulder extended its moratorium on two occasions to buy itself more time to develop regulations. On March 23, 2017, Boulder’s Board of County Commissioners approved new fracking regulations, which the county described as the “strongest set of regulations on oil and gas development in the State of Colorado.” The regulations went into effect on May 1, 2017 as the moratorium expired.

However, while these regulations offer hope for communities within states that lack a robust public trust doctrine, the public trust theory for protecting fracking bans is still likely to find success in other states with an expansive public trust and more malleable water rights. The next subpart looks at California as a prime example of this possibility.

B. California

This subpart considers California as a contrasting representation of how the public trust doctrine can provide a stronger avenue for a legal defense for fracking bans. Subpart 1 looks at the success of local fracking restrictions in California counties. It investigates the legal framework for home-rule, preemption, and fracking regulation to determine why fracking companies have not successfully challenged a local fracking ban. Subpart 2 considers the robust public trust doctrine in California and its expansion to protect against excessive water use and other threats to water resources. Subpart 3 argues that California’s local governments would likely find success using the public trust doctrine to defend various fracking bans. Furthermore, that subpart asserts that such a legal theory should be applied to reflect local environmental concerns and ensure that state agencies continuing to promote fracking do so in an environmentally responsible way. Subpart 4 suggests that efforts to restrict fracking in California at the local level will likely continue and may heighten political pressure for stronger state regulations or even a statewide ban.
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1. Success of Local Fracking Restrictions in California

In contrast to Colorado cities, California counties have had remarkable success with their fracking bans, with several counties in the state passing fracking bans in local elections.225 Moreover, until recently, the oil and gas industry has exhibited caution in challenging local bans, perhaps recognizing uncertain legal prospects in California courts.226

California’s legal structure concerning home-rule authority and fracking regulation suggests that local fracking bans stand a better chance of surviving a preemption challenge in California than they did in Colorado.227 The California Constitution recognizes the police power and zoning authority of local governments to control local matters228 and exempts charter cities from preemption where they regulate “municipal affairs.”229 Compellingly, such cities have the “unquestioned right to regulate the business of operating oil wells within [their] city limits, and to prohibit their operation within delineated areas and districts if reason appears for so doing.”230
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225. In the 2016 election, Monterey County became the most recent addition to the list of counties in California to ban fracking, joining the ranks of Mendocino, Butte, Santa Cruz, San Benito, and Alameda counties. Paul Rogers, Fracking Ban: Environmentalists Declare Victory on Monterey Measure Z, THE MERCURY NEWS (Nov. 9, 2016, 1:18 AM), http://www.mercynews.com/2016/11/09/fracking-ban-environmentalists-declare-victory-on-monterey-measure-z/. Monterey County ranks fourth in statewide oil production, signaling that even counties with significant economic stake in the oil industry have begun to question the proliferation of fracking across the state. See id.

226. See Press Release, Center for Biological Diversity, Oil Industry Drops Lawsuit Over California County’s Fracking Ban: Oil Company Dismisses Own Case, Ending Only Active Legal Challenge to San Benito’s Measure J (Apr. 6, 2015), https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/news/press_releases/2015/fracking-04-06-2015.html. However, after the passage of Monterey County’s Measure Z, Chevron, Aera Energy, and other oil companies filed suit against the fracking ban in December 2016, asserting takings and preemption claims. Jim Johnson, County Counsel: Measure Z Legal Fight Likely to Take Years to Resolve, MONTEREY HERALD (Jan. 24, 2016, 6:43 PM), http://www.mercurynews.com/article/20151216/NEWS/201512160006#author1. The court ordered a stay on many of Measure Z’s restrictions. Id. While Measure Z still prevents oil companies from introducing new fracking wells in the county, the remaining restrictions on oil and gas operations remain the subject of negotiation between the county and the oil industry in an effort to avoid costly litigation. Id. The Monterey County Board of Supervisors hopes to prepare an ordinance to allow oil companies to seek exemptions from Measure Z. Id. Property owners whose minerals rights are impacted by Measure Z have also sued the county arguing for preemption of the local regulation. Jim Johnson, Mineral Rights, Royalty Owners Sue County Challenging Measure Z, MONTEREY HERALD (Mar. 13, 2017, 9:03 PM), http://www.mercurynews.com/article/20170313/NEWS/1703138933.


228. CAL. CONST. art. XI, § 7 (“A county or city may make and enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary, and other ordinances and regulations not in conflict with general laws.”).

229. Id. art. XI, § 5.
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In municipalities other than charter cities, local government ordinances must not conflict with state law or they will be preempted. Under California law, preemption can occur when a local law (1) duplicates state law, (2) contradicts state law, or (3) enters a field that has been fully occupied by state law. California courts “presume, absent a clear indication of preemptive intent from the Legislature,” that exercises of conventionally local power, like land-use ordinances, are “not preempted by state statute.” Moreover, Senate Bill 4, the recent legislation establishing the state’s fracking regulatory scheme, includes both a savings clause preserving local governments’ regulatory authority, and a provision allowing local governments to conduct their own Environmental Impact Reports for proposed fracking operations. These provisions suggest legislative intent for municipalities to have a say in how and where fracking is conducted in California and ensure that the role of local governments in regulating fracking is not duplicative of state law.

While the oil and gas industry may argue that local bans contradict state policy to “encourage the wise development of oil and gas,” this ignores the high legal bar for preemption that state law be “so overshadowing that it obliterates all vestiges of local power as to a subject where municipalities have traditionally enjoyed a broad measure of autonomy.” On July 1, 2015, the California Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) promulgated final fracking regulations, but these likely do not prevent local governments from placing their own restrictions on the practice. The DOGGR rules, developed in consultation with various state environmental agencies, represent the strictest fracking regulations in the country.
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regulations set specifications to ensure engineering integrity of fracking wells and direct companies to report on water use and water quality. In addition, the regulations require fracking operations to obtain permits, to disclose chemicals used (though not the concentrations of chemical mixtures deemed trade secrets), and to notify private landowners of any drilling occurring nearby their property. However, the regulations do not speak to location-based restrictions for wells and wastewater; in fact, the regulations require that any fracking operation comply with “local agencies with jurisdiction over the location of the well stimulation activities,” suggesting that such agencies and municipalities can use zoning authority to decide where fracking may occur, or if it can occur within their borders at all. Also, as long as it is “safe to do so,” a fracking company must cease operations if DOGGR determines that the well operator no longer meets the other standards required by the regulations. This represents a key reversal from the interim regulations, which existed prior to July 1, 2015 and mandated that DOGGR “shall allow” fracking whenever the well operator could meet certain criteria. The change signals DOGGR’s intent to leave substantial regulatory power in the hands of local agencies by shifting the presumption from allowing fracking to disallowing it unless state and local regulations are satisfied.

Similarly, state law does not lead to field preemption because, while Senate Bill 4 defines how fracking may be conducted, it does not indicate where or whether it may be done. In addition, Senate Bill 4 establishes local zoning authority over oil and gas activities and contains no express language preempting local regulations.

Thus, it appears that California local governments have a strong case for continuing to ban fracking within their jurisdictions. However, where any doubts arise about how absolute this local authority actually is, the public trust doctrine offers a legal theory to shore up the defense.

2. California’s Robust Public Trust Doctrine

In National Audubon Society v. Superior Court, the California Supreme Court demonstrated its willingness to put a check on prior appropriation water rights by invoking the public trust doctrine to protect fragile aquatic resources. The case involved the classic water wars between Owens Valley...
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249. See Memorandum from Hollin Kretzmann & Kassie Siegel, supra note 227, at 5–6.
250. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 3690 (West 2017).
and Los Angeles over the impacts of Los Angeles’ water diversions from Mono Lake.\textsuperscript{252} Environmental groups invoked the public trust doctrine in an effort to compel a closer evaluation of the environmental damage to the lake caused by the withdrawals.\textsuperscript{253} As a result of these impacts, the court ordered the State Water Resources Control Board to reconsider Los Angeles’ water permit in light of the state’s duty to protect water resources as a trust for the public.\textsuperscript{254} The court recognized that an absolutist envisioning of the public trust would require complete divestment of water rights.\textsuperscript{255} It therefore struck a compromise in which state agencies must consider the public trust in their decision-making calculi and accommodate it to the extent “feasible.”\textsuperscript{256} This has been described as a publicly reviewable balancing test.\textsuperscript{257}

Since the Mono Lake decision, California has extended the public trust doctrine further to cover non-navigable fisheries\textsuperscript{258} and groundwater when extraction impacts navigable waters.\textsuperscript{259} In addition, California courts applied the doctrine to protection of ecological resources and wildlife and found that local governments share the state’s trust duty.\textsuperscript{260}

3. Public Trust Could Help Defend Local Government Bans on Fracking

With such a robust and versatile incarnation of the public trust doctrine, California local governments could likely apply it as another protection for carefully drafted fracking bans.\textsuperscript{261} California’s public trust doctrine demonstrates potential for limiting water rights of the fracking industry if it appears they are damaging public trust waters. Advocates could invoke the trust in response to excessive water extraction that impacts navigable waters or other fracking activities that risk polluting surface water or groundwater. With new evidence from the Environmental Protection Agency that contamination can occur at any stage of the fracking process, the likelihood of an accident that threatens public trust resources remains all the greater.\textsuperscript{262} Local governments should gather information about geology and hydrology with their jurisdictions
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in order to assess risks fracking could pose in order to craft restrictions that best preserve these resources and minimize legal exposure. Armed with sturdy home-rule authority and a constitutional and common law basis for conserving and guarding water supplies, municipalities can take action on solid legal footing. The flexibility and empowering capabilities of California’s legal schemes offer great hope for local governments wanting to ban fracking in their jurisdictions or eager to protect bans they already have in place.

4. Future for California Local Government

Governor Jerry Brown has shown little interest in banning fracking on the statewide level. With the public trust doctrine acting as an extra layer of protection for local fracking restrictions, local governments can continue to push against the water-intensive and environmentally risky practice. By forming a patchwork of bans and heightened restrictions across the state, local governments and environmental groups can solidify a public coalition to pressure the state government. Such a movement, demanding that benefits of fracking be reassessed in light of increasingly clear harms, partially motivated New York to ban fracking across the state. Similarly, continuing local bans with growing confidence in their legality with the support of the public trust doctrine could gradually convince the California state government to ban fracking or enact a moratorium until stronger regulations can be put in place.

Understandably, California’s economy relies on oil and gas development, so it may be difficult to muster a statewide ban in the near future. However, despite significant economic opportunities in the Marcellus Shale in New York, Governor Cuomo deemed the environmental and public health risks of fracking too great. Local bans in California can therefore continue to create leverage for environmentalists and fracking-intensive communities. Communities that do not want to ban fracking outright can still use public trust arguments to support strict regulations and push the state toward a more precautionary approach. Moreover, California possesses a leading and still growing green economy in wind, solar, and electric vehicles. The value of these clean energy resources will grow over time and, if enough local communities see
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fracking as a public health threat, it will lose political capital. Thus, even if the state does not ban fracking, it could phase it out and allow environmental protections to take priority.

Not all states possess California’s robust legal framework for resisting the proliferation of fracking. Other states have strong public trust doctrines and still try to guard private rights to water and oil and gas operations. The next subpart considers Montana as an example of such a state.

C. Montana

Montana constitutes an intriguing middle ground between the limited public trust of Colorado and the robust public trust and environmental ethic of California. Subpart 1 indicates that fracking companies conduct operations within Montana under state regulations. While no fracking bans exist in the state yet, there exists potential for them to emerge under home rule authority. Subpart 2 explores Montana’s manifestation of the public trust doctrine, determining that it has a strong recreational access component, but that it can still run afoul of rigid private water rights. Subpart 3 considers potential applications of the public trust doctrine defense for local fracking restrictions in the contexts of water use and water pollution. Subpart 4 concludes that local governments could defend fracking bans and moratoria using the public trust defense. However, local governments would rest on more solid legal footing using the public trust to bolster their legal authority to enact stricter regulations using land-use powers to limit the economic incentives of fracking in sensitive areas.

1. Fracking Regulation in Montana and Potential for Local Restrictions

On August 26, 2011, the Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation (MBOGC) adopted new rules regulating fracking in the state.269 These rules include requirements that fracking companies get approval from MBOGC before beginning operations,270 issue a report to MBOGC on actual work performed at the well site within thirty days of completing such work,271 and disclose the types of chemicals included in fracking fluid272 unless the company raises a trade secret exemption.273 In addition, MBOGC rules set testing and construction standards for fracking well casings274 and ostensibly require companies to dispose of fluids in ways that do not “degrade surface

---

270. "No well may be reperforated, recompleted, reworked, chemically stimulated, or hydraulically fractured without first notifying the board . . . ." MONT. ADMIN. R. 36.22.1010(1) (West 2017).
271. Id.
272. Id. at 36.22.1015.
273. Id. at 36.22.1016.
274. Id. at 36.22.1106.
water, groundwater, or cause harm to soils” and to restore the area after completion of fracking.\textsuperscript{275}

Nonetheless, environmentalists expressed concerns that these regulations do not go far enough to protect water resources and local communities.\textsuperscript{276} In particular, they pointed out that fracking companies only have to reveal the chemical families of the fluids they inject into the ground and not the precise chemical name.\textsuperscript{277} They also asserted that the breadth of the trade secret exemption allows fracking companies to hide the contents of fracking fluids by asserting a need for confidentiality.\textsuperscript{278} This specific issue motivated the environmental groups Earthjustice, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Montana Environmental Information Center to file with MBOGC a petition for additional rulemaking to increase transparency and bolster protections for water resources.\textsuperscript{279} On September 22, 2016, MBOGC rejected the petition in an unanimous vote, signaling skepticism of the petitioners’ claims of water contamination.\textsuperscript{280}

Given pockets of discontent with the environmental protections offered by the state, some citizens appear ready to combat fracking at the local level.\textsuperscript{281} On November 15, 2014, Helen Slottje, an attorney who advocated for the adoption of local fracking bans in New York leading up to the statewide ban, spoke in Billings, Montana to advocate for the use of similar tactics in Montana.\textsuperscript{282} She argued that local land-use authority coupled with strong
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environmental language in the Montana Constitution made the state a good place for new local restrictions on fracking.\(^\text{283}\)

While no bans have been attempted yet, citizens in Carbon County recently petitioned their respective county governments to use zoning powers to restrict fracking in 2700 acres of residential and agricultural property.\(^\text{284}\) Though the county commissioners initially approved the resolution, they later reversed their decision and rejected the citizen-initiated zoning requirement in light of objections raised by neighboring landowners.\(^\text{285}\) The initiators of the resolution challenged the decision, and ultimately reached the Montana Supreme Court.\(^\text{286}\) The court dismissed the challenge, holding that the county arbitrarily disregarded procedural requirements for the citizen-initiated zoning petition and that this made the commissioners’ initial approval of the resolution unlawful.\(^\text{287}\) Nevertheless, the court assured the citizens that they could still pursue the desired zoning restrictions if they properly filed the petition in accordance with various procedural constraints.\(^\text{288}\) Thus, there may still be hope for citizens and local governments to use local authority to restrict fracking in their communities.\(^\text{289}\)

Montana citizens could use home-rule powers to restrict fracking within their jurisdiction. The Montana Constitution says that local governments have the power to exercise self-government\(^\text{290}\) and that by adopting a charter such municipalities may “exercise any power not prohibited by this constitution, law, or charter.”\(^\text{291}\) Montana local governments maintain the authority to regulate land-use and conduct zoning.\(^\text{292}\) However, Montana’s oil and gas statutes and regulations promote the development of oil and gas resources and the protection of mineral rights.\(^\text{293}\) Specifically, Montana law disallows the prevention of “complete use, development, or recovery of any mineral, forest, or agricultural resources by the owner of any mineral, forest, or agricultural
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\(^{293}\) MONT. ADMIN. R. 36.1.101(3)(g)(ii) (West 2017) (“Responsibilities [of MBOGC] include promoting conservation of oil and gas; preventing waste, contamination, and damage to land and underground strata from oil and gas activities; establishing well spacing units and protecting the correlative rights of mineral owners . . .”); MONT. CODE ANN. § 82-11-111(7) (West 2017) (“[MBOGC] may take measures to demonstrate to the general public the importance of the state’s oil and gas exploration and production industry, to encourage and promote the wise and efficient use of energy . . .”).
resource.\textsuperscript{294} It is unclear, though, whether “mineral” in this statute includes oil and gas resources.\textsuperscript{295} Furthermore, state regulations preserve zoning authority to prohibit mining within residential areas and to place conditions on such activity in other zones.\textsuperscript{296} The Montana Supreme Court recently upheld local zoning restrictions on mining in a rural area of growing residential use against a discrimination challenge by an impacted gravel mining company.\textsuperscript{297}

As such, it appears that Montana local governments at least have some authority to use zoning restrictions to limit fracking in certain areas and place conditions on the practice in other districts. A complete ban within a municipality’s jurisdiction may be possible if the prohibition on “mineral” extraction bans does not apply to fracking, but this has yet to be tested by a local government or hinted at through judicial precedent.\textsuperscript{298}

Given some legal uncertainty, local governments in Montana should turn to provisions in Montana’s constitution guaranteeing some environmental protections.\textsuperscript{299} As explained in the next subpart, common law precedent regarding the public trust doctrine gives additional context for the utilization of these provisions to protect water resources threatened by fracking.

2. Public Trust Doctrine and Water Rights in Montana

Montana followed what some scholars characterize as the “modern trend” of the public trust doctrine that Colorado rejected.\textsuperscript{300} In 1984, the Montana Supreme Court invoked the public trust doctrine and the Montana Constitution to hold in favor of the public’s right to recreational use of navigable waters irrespective of private ownership of the streambeds or banks.\textsuperscript{301} The court later expanded its application of the public trust doctrine to uphold a state agency’s water rights claims for fish, wildlife, and recreational purposes.\textsuperscript{302}
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In addition, the court has interpreted a provision of Montana Constitution guaranteeing a public right to beneficial uses of water as an additional source of public trust protections.303 However, that provision of the state constitution also establishes appropriative water rights in Montana.304 The rigidity of such rights, even in the face of public trust concerns, remains codified in state statute.305 Thus, unlike in California, where the California Supreme Court used the public trust doctrine to order a state agency to reconsider water allocation in light of ecological concerns, in Montana, vested water rights trump public interest concerns.306

Nonetheless, in tandem with the environmental provisions of Montana’s constitution, the Montana Supreme Court has expanded the access rights granted by the public trust doctrine into the realm of water quality protection.307 In Montana Environmental Information Center (MEIC), the court held that the constitutional right “to a clean and healthful environment is a fundamental right” and that “any statute or rule which implicates that right must be strictly scrutinized and can only survive scrutiny if the State establishes a compelling state interest and . . . its action is closely tailored to effectuate that interest and is the least onerous path that can be taken to achieve the State’s objective.”308 The case involved a nonprofit challenge to agency rules allowing a mining permit to discharge arsenic-laden wastewater into a river.309 Finding that the state agency arbitrarily neglected to include the arsenic concentration in its environmental review, the court held that the nonprofit had standing to bring the challenge under the Montana Constitution and struck down the rule.310 The holding implicitly found the right to a clean and healthful environment “self-executing,” such that it can be invoked by a plaintiff without legislative action or a violation of an existing regulation.311

In Cape-France, the court found that installation of a well would result in groundwater contamination and held that this constituted grounds for rescission of the installation contract.312 This represents how the environmental rights of the Montana Constitution allow for a cause of action against private violations of public resources in addition to infringements by the state.313
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Michelle Bryan Mudd has argued that the authority and responsibilities bestowed by these constitutional public trust principles represent state police power and extend to local government authority.\textsuperscript{314} While local government zoning authority in Montana only extends so far as to require promotion of public health, public safety, general welfare, and appropriate land-uses,\textsuperscript{315} such general grants of authority arguably include duties to protect the environment under the public trust doctrine.\textsuperscript{316} Therefore, public trust protections could feasibly be invoked by local governments seeking to legally defend local restrictions on fracking. The next subpart explores potential applications of this theory.

3. Possible Applications of Public Trust Defense in Montana

\textit{MEIC} arguably stands for the principle that constitutional public trust provisions may override conflicting state statutes or regulatory decisions.\textsuperscript{317} Thus, Montana’s local governments may invoke the public trust doctrine and the environmental rights granted by the state constitution to protect local restrictions on fracking if they can show that fracking represents a threat to public rights to environmental protection.\textsuperscript{318} The two clearest ways to attempt this are to allege either excessive water use or water contamination.

In all likelihood, a challenge against excessive water use would be unsuccessful in situations where a company with an appropriated water right wishes to divert high volumes of surface water or withdraw groundwater in a way that interferes with public access. However, a challenge could prevail if such high water use infringed on another preexisting water right.\textsuperscript{319}

More compellingly, local governments could employ the public trust defense theory and the Montana Constitution’s environmental protections where fracking restrictions appear necessary to prevent water contamination. Blanket bans, even shored up with the public trust theory, may not pass muster of a strong state interest in developing oil and gas resources because state law purports that fracking companies can conduct fracking in a responsible way that limits serious environmental harm.\textsuperscript{320} However, \textit{MEIC} and \textit{Cape-France} illustrate how the right facts can make a strong case for judicially invalidating certain state and private actions.\textsuperscript{321}
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conduct operations in an environmentally accountable way is suspect, then additional constraints could be judicially enforceable.\textsuperscript{322}

Thus, if a local government can demonstrate the necessity of zoning restrictions on fracking, not just for residential areas, but other regions particularly vulnerable to water contamination, then such limitations should withstand preemption challenges.\textsuperscript{323} For instance, these constraints could point to geological limitations on adequate maintenance of fracking well casings\textsuperscript{324} or the proximate location of important surface water resources such that any extraction poses too high of a risk to public access rights.\textsuperscript{325} Ultimately, the success of fracking restrictions depends on the ability of local governments to demonstrate their necessity for protecting the public’s rights to a healthy environment and access to water resources. However, even this context-specific approach offers numerous factual scenarios on which to base fracking constraints.

4. Future for Montana Local Government

While the case for a complete fracking ban within a local jurisdiction seems weaker in Montana than in California, there is still plenty of room for Montana local governments to take action with the support of environmental rights and the public trust doctrine.\textsuperscript{326} While MBOGC seems reluctant to make regulatory concessions to environmental groups, the state’s strong public trust doctrine and the public’s interest in a healthy environment and access to recreational opportunities can still spark formidable local action.\textsuperscript{327} An additional impetus could take the form of economic hardship felt in rural communities as teachers and bus drivers flock to lucrative oil jobs and a flood
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of outside workers strains local resources, driving rent prices and crime rates up.\footnote{328}

Local response will necessarily require case-by-case determinations of the threats fracking may pose to a given town or zoning district. But as the effort to obtain more information and mobilize communities continues, local governments should equip themselves to push for controls on fracking that will better preserve their water resources and environmental rights.\footnote{329}

\section*{Conclusion}

Local fracking bans in states with a more robust public doctrine trust are more likely to avoid preemption. The public trust defense for local restrictions on fracking may not work for every state, but it offers another useful legal theory for local municipalities eager to limit a questionable practice. It presents another layer of protection for local governments hoping to save water in light of drastic droughts and shortages, protect vulnerable communities from air, water, and noise pollution, mitigate risk of manmade earthquakes, and reduce reliance on fossil fuels and fight climate change.\footnote{330}

Beyond California and Montana, local governments in a variety of western states subject to fracking should consider the public trust defense theory.\footnote{331} However, it is not a silver bullet; at best, it embodies a guiding principle.\footnote{332} Those who wish to invoke the public trust defense theory should gauge its applicability on a state-by-state basis as well as a municipality-by-municipality basis. In addition to evaluating the state’s receptiveness to the public trust doctrine, this analysis also requires consideration of the extent of home-rule authority of local governments in the state and the flexibility of appropriative water rights. Municipalities in those states without a robust public trust doctrine can rely on more inherently local regulatory home-rule power as Longmont and Boulder did.\footnote{333} They can also continue to lobby for reforms to restrict fracking at the ballot, even where public trust amendments are unlikely to succeed.\footnote{334}

Other states, like Montana, may not have the fracking regulatory framework favorable to complete bans or moratoria. Yet, these states can still use the public trust doctrine and related environmental constitutional provisions to
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}
defend zoning and other inherently local restrictions.\textsuperscript{335} This way, local
governments can site fracking away from residential communities, agricultural
areas, and water bodies, or at least condition fracking on more stringent
requirements than what the state demands.\textsuperscript{336}

Despite some legal risks to pushing the public trust doctrine to its limits, it is
worth trying to build on the successes of Robinson in states that present a
legal climate amenable to the argument.\textsuperscript{337} Many scholars question whether the
public trust doctrine has outlived its usefulness, arguing that it interferes with
state agency decision making;\textsuperscript{338} puts vested, appropriative water rights in
limbo;\textsuperscript{339} and generally promotes excessive litigation in the face of
development and extractive industry.\textsuperscript{340} However, in an era of scarce water in
the West, it remains essential to allow those most affected by state decisions
promoting fracking to voice environmental and public health concerns.\textsuperscript{341}
Local communities bear the brunt of the environmental costs of fracking and
the locals may not obtain the jobs promised to them by the industry.\textsuperscript{342} It is
important that legal challenges to local fracking restrictions by private interests
and state governments face environmental scrutiny beyond the economic
prioritization classic preemption analysis affords.

The public trust doctrine functions to complement other regulatory efforts,
not replace them; advocates should turn to the doctrine for extra leverage to
bolster solid legal arguments, rather than hope it can salvage otherwise
questionable claims.\textsuperscript{343} Nonetheless, the doctrine’s strengths are its flexibility
and its ability to adapt in tandem with public environmental values, as more
recent constitutional codifications\textsuperscript{344} and expansive uses of the doctrine
show.\textsuperscript{345}

Thus, municipalities in strong public trust states that do not present
debilitating legal obstacles should develop the theory based on the
circumstances fracking presents within their jurisdictions. With the public trust
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doctrine as an extra defense for local restrictions, municipalities can hopefully obtain gradual traction to sway state policy to crack down more on the environmental harms of fracking.